REBUS REMIX - HOME EDITION by Dart
In Rebus Remix, players use tiles to spell the answers to clues.
The tiles themselves are either letters, icon tiles which represent words, or special tiles which
alter the icon tiles. The icon tiles have drawings, and they represent words of approximately
three letters. Rebus Remix does not deal in sounds; icon tiles represent the letters in the
word they represent. Once you know what an icon's meaning is, that meaning never changes.
All the answers to the clues are single, uncapitalized words in 11C, though
they may be clued in a capitalized form. They are also at least four letters
long and at least two tiles long. For example, the tiles at the right answer
the clue "Game show host Monty". This answer is four letters long and two
tiles long, and the name also appears uncapitalized in 11C as a word.
There are details of the tiles worth looking for. Red arrows point to the aspect of the
picture on an icon tile that you should pay attention to.
Some tiles show two opposites side by side. One side has the normal white background and a green checkmark under it, and the other is shaded out and has a red
X. This tile represents the unshaded half of the picture.
The exclamation point speech bubble indicates that a creature is saying something,
and it is that word that should be used as the meaning for the tile.
If you do a lot of these puzzles, some tiles may become familiar to you, but be careful! Some
icon tiles may look similar, but they can be different in important ways. Look closely.
In the first round of this game, there are three point levels. For the one-point puzzles, use only
the tiles that are available in the main part of the box at the right of the clues. For the twopoint puzzles, an isolated letter appears after the clue; you must use that letter as an
additional letter tile in answering the clue, but that letter is only available for that clue. For the
three-point puzzles, one of the extra icon tiles in the shaded area of the tile box is added; you
must use that tile in answering that clue, and again you'll only have each icon for one clue.
These tiles appear in the correct order in the shaded box.
In the second round of the game, a modifier tile was introduced:
the En Français tile. This tile translates the word that the icon tile
to its left represents into French. For example, the tiles on the
right answer the clue “What the teapot is besides shortˮ. Only two
(or three) clues in each set will use the En Français tile.
This .pdf contains Game #8 of Rebus Remix, which appeared at the 2010 NPL convention in
Seattle. I hope you enjoy the puzzles.
© 2011, Darren Rigby

GAME 8

Rebus Race 2.0
PAISLEY tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Xerox machine
Have an accident
Aldaʼs character on
M*A*S*H
Beached

2 points
Each [A]
Go over again [H]
This person will check
you out [I]
One who watches
carefully [S]
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3 points
Flower child [ 1 ]
Comedic kind of play [2]
Not as smooth [3]
Gunpowder ingedient [4]

Rebus Race 2.0
PINSTRIPE tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Celebrity
Yours for the _____
A protective cloth
_____ out a living

2 points
Getting ready for a trip [C]
What some artists do? [V]
In need of a plumber,
as a pipe [L]
Backfiring scheme,
metaphorically [D]
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3 points
Malodorous [ 1 ]
Clan symbol [2]
Having a bit, with “ofˮ [3]
Kind of wart [4]

Rebus Race 2.0
PLAID tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Most in pain
An Australian
gemstone
Least significant
Part of a flower

2 points
A magic word [P]
Golfer with an
“Armyˮ [R]
Stir the fire up again [K]
A condition marked by
tremors [Y]
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3 points
Go back to square
one [ 1 ]
Winetasterʼs asset [2]
Plant new trees [3]
Of the wrist [4]

Rebus Race 2.0
POLKADOT tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Large horned animal
Eye drop?
Yank someoneʼs
chain
To park a boat at a
dock

2 points
3 points
It can wax and wane [N] Less emotionally
Strip, skirt, or cube [K]
stable [ 1 ]
Benjamins or
Vulnerable to theft [2]
cheddar [A]
Sponge [3]
Relating to bones [O]
An enzyme that acts
on an amino acid [4]

Sn

GAME 8

Rebus Remix
PIE tile set

1 point
One way to play a guitar
Couldnʼt recall
Place of business
Santa Monica has a famous one
3 points
Alleged
Turned over, as an engine
Embargoes stop them moving
He wrote The Road Not Taken
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Rebus Remix
KING tile set

1 point
Go steady with
Taking in the sun
Castle material, sometimes
Step down, as a king
3 points
Clark show, for short
Die down
Getting stuck, with “onˮ
First programming language, for many
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2 points
One-third of a triathlon
Presidential hopeful
Bipedal robot
Lactic, for one
4 points
Cloy with overabundance
Flamenco accompaniment [sing.]
Evil
Hold or restrain

Rebus Remix
PAL tile set

1 point
Not tanned
Egged on
Fully cooked
Red in the face, from exertion
3 points
Shown to a seat
A gloomy feeling
Got suddenly worse, as a skin problem
A charity, often
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2 points
Least fashionable
Schwarzwald or Sherwood
Rotary printing press cylinder
Mistake
4 points
Roman place of business
Assistant to a bullfighter
More like a beanpole
“Timberrrrrrrrrrrr!ˮ analogue

2 points
Took all of a sheepʼs wool
It powers a rocket
Really hungry
A bundle of wheat
4 points
A continentʼs oceanic border
Concealed dirty moneyʼs source
Tied together
Marshy

Rebus Remix
TEA tile set

1 point
2 points
A set of oxen or football players
St. Lawrence shipping area
Move gently from side to side
Belief that Richard Dawkins advocates
Department store founded 1893
An African adventure, sometimes
Member of a cleaning crew
Stitching location
3 points
4 points
Agricultural outbuildings & property Three scruples
To win over
Site of an important WWII battle
A soft-shell clam, in cooking
Capacitance unit
Athletic style of pants with snaps Cut of beef from the “small of the backˮ

SOLUTIONS
PAISLEY
1 PT
CO[pie]R
CR[ash]
[pie]RCE
[ash]ORE

2 PT
A[pie]CE
REH[ash]
C[ash]IER
S[pie]R

PIE
3 PT
[hip][pie]
[far]CE
C[hop][pie]R
[pot][ash]

PINSTRIPE
1 PT
S[tar]
AS[king]
[tar]P
E[king]

2 PT
PAC[king]
S[tar]VE
LEA[king]
PE[tar]D

3 PT
S[tin][king]
[tar][tan]
P[art]A[king]
[plan][tar]

3 PT
[rum][ore]D
S[tarte<~D
[go]ODS
FROST

4 PT
FO[rum]
T[ore]RO
T[aller<~
F[ore]

1 PT
D[ate]
BAS[king]
S[and]
ABDIC[ate]

2 PT
BI[king]
C[and]ID[ate]
[and][roi<~D
ACID

3 PT
B[and]S[tan]D
AB[ate]
CA[king]
BASIC

4 PT
S[ate]
CAS[tan][et<~
SA[tan]IC
B[ate]

2 PT
[she]A[red]
FUEL
F[ami<~[she]D
[she]AF

4 PT
3 PT
U[she][red] [she]LF
LA[un<~DE[red]
[pal]L
FLA[red] LA[she]D
[pal]UDAL
D[one]E

2 PT
[sea][way]
A[thé<~ISM
SA[far]I
[sea]M

3 PT
[far]MS[tea]D
DISARM
S[tea][mer<~
[tea]RA[way]

PAL
2 PT
P[rest]O
[pal]MER
[rest]OKE
[pal]SY

3 PT
[rest][art]
[pal][ate]
[ref]O[rest]
[car][pal]

POLKADOT
1 PT
[moo]SE
[tea]R
[tea]SE
[moo]R

2 PT
F[rum][pie]ST
F[ore]ST
D[rum]
[go]OF

KING

PLAID
1 PT
SO[rest]
O[pal]
ME[rest]
SE[pal]

1 PT
ST[rum]
FOR[go]T
ST[ore]
[pie]R

2 PT
[moo]N
S[tea]K
[moo]LA
OS[tea]L

1 PT
[pal]E
DA[red]
D[one]
FLU[she]D

TEA
3 PT
[moo][die]R
S[tea][lab]LE
[moo][che]R
[pro][tea]SE

1 PT
[tea]M
S[way]
[sea]RS
MAID

4 PT
DRAM
MID[way]
[far]AD
SIR[loin<~

